Listen to the beauty
be different to be unique

• The idea

• FLAG Collection
  Small
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• LaGrande
Why do we talk about beauty?

Because beauty, like music, is a universal language, an emotional experience able to create connections between people and bring together opposites.

The result of this “beauty driven innovation” process is FONICA, a range of isodynamic speakers in which purity of sound and elegance come together thanks to a unique design.
The beauty secret

FONICA resonate at a low frequency while performing perfectly when pushed to the limit.

The speaker plays on both sides producing a uniform and immersive sound able to stay unaltered even when moving away from its source. All of this in just 98”.

Patented technology.
FLAG Collection
What size is your beauty?

FONICA innovates isodynamic sound technology and combines it with a stylish look.

In three standard sizes their thin, minimal design can be customised to suit and match any taste.
FLAG Collection

Flag S

FLAG Small speakers are the most compact item in the Collection, ideal for an intimate environment.

Dimensions: 4.96x14.96x1.14 in
SPL: 85 dB/W/m
Ways: 2
Music power: 80 W
Nominal Impedance: 4 ohm
Frequency response: 80-18 KHz
Colour: black or grey

Standard Finishing: steel rods, frame and cloth in black or grey color.

Custom finishing: cloth can be customized in color and design.

Available floor standing, flag and inwall mounting solutions.
FLAG medium speakers are a perfect solution for larger areas with their sound spreading homogeneously throughout the space.

**Active**

We also offer an active version with on-board amplifier for an excellent sound result.

Amplification Type: 200 + 200 Class D + DSP
Features: Multi preset equalization

Dimensions: 14.96 x 48.03 x 1.14 in
SPL: 87 dB/W/m
Ways: 2
Music power: 130 W
Nominal Impedance: 6 ohm
Frequency response: 50-20 KHz
Colour: Standard Finishing: **steel rods, frame and cloth in black or grey color.**

Custom finishing: **cloth can be customized in color and design.**

Available **floor standing, flag and inwall** mounting solutions.
FLAG Collection

Flag L

FONICA’s flagship product, it delivers the highest quality and it’s perfect for a unique immersive sound experience.

Active

We also offer an active version with on-board amplifier for an excellent sound result.

Amplification Type: 200 + 200 Class D + DSP
Features: Multi preset equalization

Dimensions: 14.96 x 77.56 x 1.14 in
SPL: 89 dB/W/m
Ways: 2
Music power: 150 W
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohm
Frequency response: 35-22 KHz
Colour: 

Standard Finishing: steel rods, frame and cloth in black or grey color.

Custom finishing: cloth can be customized in color and design.

Available floor standing, flag and inwall mounting solutions.
LaGRANDE is the result of a balanced mix of creativity, mastery, technology and intuition.

It represents the ultimate surround experience able to completely immerse the listener in a sound of the highest quality and purity.

LaGrande is acoustic and aesthetic perfection: a classic Italian masterpiece.
LaGrande

Dimensions: 54.80 x 80.51 x 28.19 in
Weight: 264.55 lb
System: 3 ways Isodynamic speakers with adjustable midrange and tweeter
Amplification: Triple Class D amplification (500 W + 500 W + 100 W) with DSP
Woofers area: 11.62 in²
Midrange area: 2.75 in²
Tweeter area: 1.00 in²

Standard Finishing: the timeless elegance of total black.

Custom Finishing: the cloth can be customised with any colour and images
The active speaker features an innovative structure made of different modules connected by hinges.

This helps to achieve the best performance without having to move the amplifier to direct medium-hi frequencies.